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The ability of humans to learn predictive and/or causal 
relations is essential in daily life because it allows one to 
anticipate and control events in the environment. There is, 
however, still much controversy about the processes that 
underlie human causal learning (HCL; see De Houwer 
& Beckers, 2002, for a review). One family of accounts 
of HCL comprises associative models (e.g., Denniston, 
Savastano, & Miller, 2001; Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Res-
corla & Wagner, 1972). These have in common (1) that 
learning a relation between two events or stimuli is rep-
resented by changes in the strength of the association be-
tween the representations of those events or stimuli, and 
(2) that the value of the contingency judgment is at least 
partly based on this associative strength.

Such associative models are mechanistic, in that little 
or no role is assigned to controlled higher order reasoning 
processes. In recent years, however, there is increasing 
evidence, particularly from research on (forward) block-
ing, that such processes do play a role in HCL (e.g., Lovi-
bond, 2003; Waldmann, 2000; see De Houwer, Beckers, 
& Vandorpe, 2005, for a review). When a target cue T is 
paired with another cue A and followed by the outcome 
(AT� trials), ratings of the contingency between cue T and 
the outcome are lower when the AT� trials are preceded 
by A� trials (cue A followed by the outcome) than when 
no A� trials are presented (e.g., Dickinson, Shanks, & Ev-
enden, 1984; Shanks, 1985). Learning about cue T is said 

to be blocked by cue A. Recent studies have shown that 
blocking is found more consistently when cues are seen as 
potential causes of the outcome than when cues are seen 
as effects of the outcome (Waldmann, 2000; Waldmann 
& Holyoak, 1992; but see Shanks & Lopez, 1996) or as 
mere predictors of the outcome (De Houwer, Beckers, & 
Glautier, 2002). Furthermore, blocking is also influenced 
by ceiling information. Less blocking occurs when the 
outcome on A� and AT� trials has a maximal intensity 
(e.g., an impact of 10/10) than when the same submaximal 
outcome (e.g., an impact of 10/20) occurs on A� and AT� 
trials (De Houwer et al., 2002). Finally, forward block-
ing also depends on retrospective assumptions about the 
presence or absence of the blocked cue during the A� tri-
als (De Houwer, 2002). All these findings raise problems 
for associative models because they show that specific 
assumptions about the nature of the cues and outcomes 
can have an important impact on HCL. Because of their 
mechanistic, stimulus-driven nature, associative models 
assign no role to these specific assumptions.

Lovibond (2003) has recently proposed an inferential 
reasoning account that is capable of explaining the find-
ings just mentioned (see Waldmann, 2000, for a highly 
related account). He argued that “participants may com-
bine the knowledge they have learned about individual 
cases to generate an inference about a particular cue in 
the same way as they solve other reasoning tasks” (p. 98). 
In blocking studies, participants might, for instance, apply 
the following inferential rule:

If cue A on its own causes the outcome to occur with a cer-
tain intensity and probability, and if cue A and T together 
cause the outcome to occur with the same intensity and 
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probability, this implies that cue T is not a cause of the 
outcome. (De Houwer & Beckers, 2003, p. 346)

It is assumed that participants have conscious (in the 
sense of reportable) knowledge about this inferential rule 
and about the conditions under which this rule can lead 
to valid inferences. They will apply this knowledge in a 
controlled (in the sense of conscious, intentional, and ef-
fortful) manner that allows them to draw conclusions with 
regard to events that have not been observed directly (e.g., 
whether T on its own will be followed by the outcome) on 
the basis of propositional knowledge that they have previ-
ously formed as the result of observation, instruction, or 
deduction. Because inferential reasoning is an effortful 
process, it will take place only to the extent that partici-
pants are motivated and have the opportunity to engage in 
such reasoning.

The inference that is assumed to underlie blocking is 
valid only if A and T are potential causes and if the inten-
sity of the outcome on A� and AT� trials is not maximal. 
Suppose that A and T are not potential causes but only 
potential effects (e.g., Waldmann & Holyoak, 1992) or 
predictors of an outcome (just as a flickering light and/or 
a sharp noise at a railway crossing predict but do not cause 
the coming of a train). In such a situation, people cannot 
logically infer that T on its own is a poor predictor of the 
outcome on the basis of the information that A alone pre-
dicts the outcome as well as A and T do together. There-
fore, on the basis of an inferential account, one would 
predict that blocking should be less likely to occur when 
cues are predictors or effects than when they are causes. 
Likewise, if A and T are indeed potential causes, but the 
intensity of the outcome is maximal on A� trials as well 
as on AT� trials, people cannot infer with certainty that T 
is ineffective in causing the outcome above the effect of A 
because A already causes the outcome to a maximal level. 
In such a situation, people should be uncertain about the 
causal status of T. If, however, A as well as A and T to-
gether cause the outcome to the same submaximal inten-
sity, then participants can be sure that T has no causal 
effect if it is assumed that the causes have additive effects. 
Blocking should thus occur.

Using a task similar to that task developed by Dickin-
son et al. (1984), De Houwer and Beckers (2003) tested 
the inferential reasoning account in a more direct way. On 
each trial, an army tank moved across the screen from left 
to right and could explode on a fixed position (outcome). 
At the bottom of the screen, there were squares that repre-
sented weapons (cues). On each trial, one or two weapons 
fired (represented by a light that appeared in the square) 
and the tank did or did not explode. After observing all tri-
als, participants were asked to make causal judgments for 
each cue separately. Within this tank explosion paradigm, 
De Houwer and Beckers (2003) implemented a simple for-
ward-blocking procedure (with a submaximal outcome) 
and asked the participants, meanwhile, to perform an easy 
or a difficult secondary task. If blocking in HCL is deter-
mined by inferential reasoning processes, then secondary 
task difficulty should modulate blocking. This is because 

inferential reasoning, in contrast to associative processing, 
can be considered an effortful, controlled process (Sloman, 
1996). In line with their hypothesis, De Houwer and Beck-
ers (2003, Experiment 2) found smaller blocking effects 
in the difficult secondary task condition than in the easy 
secondary task condition. Importantly, the ratings of the 
other cues were not affected by secondary task difficulty, 
so that the smaller blocking effect could not have been due 
to inferior functioning of associative processes during per-
formance of a demanding secondary task.

Our aim was to test the inferential reasoning account 
further. Because inferential reasoning is a controlled pro-
cess, participants should, at least in principle, be able to 
report the inferences that they have made. Therefore, self-
reports can provide a way of examining whether infer-
ences play a role in HCL. In the present experiment, we 
asked our participants to report on how they arrived at 
their causal ratings. According to the inferential reason-
ing account, blocking occurs because people infer that T 
cannot be a cause of the outcome if the same submaximal 
outcome occurs on the A� and AT� trials. Therefore, 
participants who show blocking should be able to report 
this inference (assuming that they do not forget making 
it), whereas those who do not show blocking should not 
report this inference. Furthermore, variables that discour-
age people from making the blocking inference, such as 
secondary task difficulty and ceiling information, should 
also reduce the number of participants who report a blocking 
inference. We tested these predictions in two experiments.

Our Experiment 1 was similar to Experiment 1 of De 
Houwer and Beckers (2003) in which secondary task 
difficulty was manipulated. If secondary task difficulty 
modulates blocking because of its influence on the num-
ber of participants who are able to engage in inferential 
reasoning, it should influence the number of participants 
reporting a blocking reasoning. Furthermore, blocking 
effects should be significantly larger for participants who 
report a blocking inference.

In Experiment 2, we extended Experiment 1 of De 
Houwer et al. (2002), who found blocking when the out-
come occurred to a submaximal extent but not when the 
outcome occurred to the maximal extent on A� and AT� 
trials. According to the inferential reasoning account, par-
ticipants should be unsure about the causal status of T in 
the maximal outcome condition. If they do make a block-
ing inference under this condition, they should be unsure 
about it. Therefore, an inferential reasoning account pre-
dicts that a smaller number of participants will report a 
blocking inference when a ceiling is imposed than when 
the outcome occurs to a submaximal extent. Furthermore, 
participants who still report a blocking inference under 
ceiling conditions should be less sure about it.

In both experiments, we used a standard blocking 
design: A� and Z� trials followed by AT�, KL�, and 
Z� trials. In such a design, K and L are control cues for 
the blocked cue T. The only difference between K and L 
on the one hand and T on the other hand was that T was 
presented in compound with a cue that had already been 
paired with the outcome in the previous learning stage.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Participants. Twenty-six first-year psychology students at Ghent 

University participated for course credit. They were randomly as-
signed to the easy or to the difficult secondary task condition.

Stimuli and Materials. The contingency learning task and the 
secondary task were presented on separate IBM-compatible 486 
PCs with 15-in. SVGA screens. Both tasks were implemented using 
a custom-made Turbo Pascal 5.0 program and were similar to the 
tasks used by De Houwer and Beckers (2003). The participants 
faced the computer, on which the contingency learning task was 
presented. A tank moved in a continuous manner from the left to the 
right side of the computer screen on a straight line that was situated 
10 cm from the top of the screen. It took about 6 sec for a tank to get 
from the left to the right side of the screen. If a tank exploded, this 
always occurred 2 sec after the tank appeared. The explosion took 
about 1 sec. At the same time, the message “IMPACT 10/20” ap-
peared on the screen for 3 sec. If the tank did not explode, the mes-
sage “IMPACT 0/20” appeared on the screen until the tank, which 
drove on, had reached the right side of the screen.

Five rectangles, 2.5 cm wide � 1.7 cm high, were situated at 
the bottom of the screen. A weapon was said to be firing when a 
solid white rectangle appeared in the rectangle that represented that 
particular weapon. The solid square appeared 1,700 msec after the 
beginning of the trial and was presented for 300 msec. All stimuli 
were white and were presented on a black background.

Procedure. At the beginning of the experimental session, the 
participants received written instructions that provided the follow-
ing information: They would perform two tasks, a learning task and 
a reaction time (RT) task, and the latter task would be presented on 
the other computer than the one they faced. The instructions for 
the RT task were given first. The participants who were assigned 
to the easy secondary task condition were told that a tone would 
be presented at certain moments in time. Their task was to press 
the key “Q” as quickly as possible after hearing a tone. In the dif-
ficult secondary task condition, the participants were informed that 
a high or a low tone would be presented at certain moments in time. 
They were also asked to react as quickly as possible after hearing 
a tone, but the appropriate reaction was determined by the pitch of 
the previous tone. If the previous tone was high, participants had to 
press the key “Q,” and if the previous tone was low they had to press 
the key “M.” All participants were told that they would hear a very 
low feedback signal (two short tones of 30 msec with a frequency of 
100 Hz and an interval of 30 msec) if they pressed too early or too 
late, or if they pressed an incorrect key. They were asked not to react 
to the feedback signal. After indicating that they understood these 
instructions, the participants in the easy secondary task condition 
completed 30 practice trials. Participants in the difficult secondary 
task condition completed between one and five blocks of 30 prac-
tice trials until they reached a percentage of 70% correct responses. 
In the easy task, a 750-Hz tone was presented for 60 msec every 
900 msec. In the difficult task, the computer also presented tones for 

60 msec each. However, whether this tone had a pitch of 500 Hz or 
1000 Hz was determined randomly on each trial, with the restriction 
that the pitch of the tone could not be the same on more than two 
consecutive trials. The interstimulus interval in the difficult second-
ary task was fixed at 1,500 msec. If the response was too early or 
too late, or if the participants pressed an incorrect key, the feedback 
tone was presented.

After completing the secondary task practice trials, participants 
read the instructions for the contingency learning task. Instructions 
said that drawings of army tanks would ride across the computer 
screen. There would also be five weapons represented by five 
squares at the bottom of the screen. Participants were told that the 
firing of a weapon would be indicated by a white light appearing in 
the square representing that weapon. They were asked to determine 
the effectiveness of each weapon in destroying tanks (see De Hou-
wer & Beckers, 2003, for more details). Finally, it was stressed that 
the learning task and the RT task were equally important.

When the participant indicated that he or she had fully under-
stood the instructions, the experimenter started the secondary task 
and, after a few sec, the contingency learning task. The contingency 
learning task consisted of the following events. First, 10 A� and 
10 Z� trials were presented. Then, 10 AT�, 10 KL�, and 10 Z� 
trials were presented. There was no break between the two phases. 
The order of the trials within each phase was determined randomly 
for each participant. Which square functioned as which cue was 
counterbalanced with the restriction that cues that were presented 
in compound never appeared next to each other (see De Houwer & 
Beckers, 2003).

When all 50 contingency learning trials had been presented, the 
instructions for the rating phase appeared on the screen. At that time, 
the experimenter stopped the secondary task. In the instructions, 
participants were asked to indicate for each weapon separately how 
effective it was in destroying tanks. They could do so by entering 
a score between 0 (very ineffective) and 100 (very effective). After 
entering an effectiveness rating, participants expressed how certain 
they were that their effectiveness rating was accurate. They did so 
by entering a score between 0 (very unsure) and 100 (very sure). All 
participants first rated the cue that was represented by square 1 (the 
square on the far left side), then the cue represented by square 2, and 
so on (see De Houwer & Beckers, 2003, for more details). After all 
cues had been rated, the experimenter asked the following question: 
“You have now made the ratings for the different cues. Could you 
tell me how you arrived at those ratings?” The experimenter classi-
fied a participant as making a blocking inference if the participant 
mentioned that T was less likely to be a cause of the outcome be-
cause it always went together with A and A already produced the 
outcome with an impact of 10 out of 20.

Results
Overall ratings. The mean effectiveness and confi-

dence ratings for each cue are given in Table 1. The table 
also contains mean blocking scores and mean confidence 

Table 1
Mean Effectiveness (Effect.) and Confidence (Conf.) Ratings for the 

Different Cues as a Function of Secondary Task Difficulty in Experiment 1

A T K L Z Blocking
Conf.

Blocking

Task  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE

Effect. easy 78 7 17   6 47 4 48 4   0 0 31   7
Effect. difficult 71 6 41   7 55 6 58 8   4 3 15 13
Conf. easy 84 6 77   6 62 4 56 5 99 1 18   7
Conf. difficult  66  8  42  10  30  6  43  9  80  8        6  10
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blocking scores. The blocking score was calculated by 
subtracting the effectiveness rating for T from the mean 
of the effectiveness ratings for K and L. A high blocking 
score thus indicates that T was given a lower effectiveness 
rating than were K and L, which shows that blocking had 
occurred. The confidence blocking score corresponds to 
the difference between the confidence rating for T and 
the mean of the confidence ratings for K and L. A high 
confidence blocking score thus indicates that participants 
had more confidence in their rating for T than in their rat-
ings for K and L.

One-sample t tests revealed that the blocking score was 
different from zero in the easy secondary task condition 
[t (12) � 4.14, p � .001] but not in the difficult second-
ary task condition [t (12) � 1.2, p � .25]. Similar results 
were obtained for the confidence blocking scores [t(12) � 
2.73, p � .05, and t � 1] for the easy and difficult second-
ary task conditions, respectively. Independent-samples 
t tests showed that neither the blocking scores [t (24) � 
1.03, p � .30] nor the confidence blocking scores differed 
significantly between secondary task conditions [t (24) � 
1.01, p � .30]. Further tests showed that the effective-
ness rating of T was affected by secondary task difficulty 
[t (24) � 2.50, p � .02], whereas the effectiveness ratings 
of the other cues were not (all ts � 1.45). Confidence rat-
ings were higher in the easy secondary task condition, 
with significant differences [for cue T, t (24) � 2.93, p � 
.01; cue K, t(24) � 4.11, p � .001; cue Z, t (24) � 2.47, 
p � .05; to a lesser extent for cue A, t (24) � 1.77, p � 
.10].

Self-reports. Eight out of 13 participants in the easy 
task condition spontaneously mentioned that they rated 
weapon T zero because T fired together with weapon A 
and A had already produced a tank explosion with an im-
pact of 10 out of 20. In the difficult task condition, there 
was only 1 participant who reported this blocking infer-
ence. This difference was significant [χ2(1, N � 26) � 
8.33, p � .01]. On the basis of these reports, we divided 
our participants into a group who reported a blocking in-
ference (reasoning group) and a group who did not (no-
reasoning group). One-sample t tests showed that the 
mean blocking score was significantly different from zero 
for the reasoning group (M � 50.84, SE � 5.56, n � 9) 
[t(8) � 9.14, p � .001] but not for the no-reasoning group 
(M � 8.24, SE � 9.14, n � 17) [t (16) � 1]. The differ-
ence in blocking scores between both groups was signifi-
cant [t (24) � 3.20, p � .01]. Also, the confidence block-
ing score was significantly different from zero for the 
reasoning group (M � 37.22, SE � 9.25, n � 9) [t(8) � 
4.03, p � .01] but not for the no-reasoning group (M � 
�1.6, SE � 6.01, n � 17) [t (16) � 1]. The difference in 
confidence blocking scores between the two groups was 
significant [t(24) � 3.65, p � .001]. Finally, all 9 partici-
pants in the reasoning group gave an effectiveness rating 
of zero for cue T, whereas only 1 of the 17 participants in 
the no-reasoning group did so.1

Secondary task results. Analyses of secondary task 
performance showed that participants in the easy sec-

ondary task responded more quickly [t (24) � 4.57, p � 
.001] and more accurately [t (24) � 9.62, p � .001] to 
the tones.

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 support an inferential rea-

soning account of blocking. The mean blocking and con-
fidence blocking scores of participants in the reasoning 
group were substantial and significantly different from 
zero, whereas the mean blocking and confidence blocking 
scores of the no-reasoning group were very close to and 
not significantly different from zero (see note 1). More-
over, both blocking scores differed significantly between 
groups. This is in line with the hypothesis that blocking 
depends on participants’ making a blocking inference. 
Furthermore, secondary task difficulty modulated the 
number of participants who reported a blocking inference, 
as was expected. Note that although we did not find a sig-
nificant effect of secondary task difficulty on blocking, 
additional analyses showed that secondary task difficulty 
did modulate blocking when we took into account only 
the data of the participants for whom the manipulation 
had the intended effect (i.e., participants who reported 
reasoning in the easy secondary task condition and par-
ticipants who reported no reasoning in the difficult sec-
ondary task condition).

One could argue that participants reported a block-
ing inference ex post facto in order to justify why they 
had given cue T a low causal rating. The ratings of the 
confidence blocking scores, however, indicate that this 
was not the case. Participants in the reasoning group had 
high confidence blocking scores at the moment of rat-
ing, whereas participants in the no-reasoning group did 
not have more confidence in their rating for T than they 
had in their rating for the control cues K and L. This in-
dicates that the self-reports reflected the actual inference 
(or absence of inference) that participants made during 
the learning or test stage.

EXPERIMENT 2

De Houwer et al. (2002) found significant blocking 
when the outcome had a submaximal intensity but not 
when the outcome had a maximal intensity on the A� 
and AT� trials. In Experiment 2, we extended Experi-
ment 1 of De Houwer et al. (2002) in three ways. The first 
modification was related to our main research question, 
whereas the other two aimed at broadening the findings 
about the effect of ceiling information on blocking.

First, we wanted to investigate the influence of ceil-
ing information on the self-reports of the participants. We 
therefore interviewed the participants after the experi-
mental session about the reasons for their causal ratings. 
Moreover, the interviewing and coding procedures were 
conducted more systematically and formally than in Ex-
periment 1. If ceiling information influences reasoning 
processes, this should manifest itself in the self-reports of 
the participants. Second, we used a food allergy paradigm 
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instead of the tank explosion paradigm. This allowed us to 
further test the generality of the findings of De Houwer 
et al. (2002). Finally, we wanted to investigate the influ-
ence of ceiling information on forward blocking when 
participants have no information at all about the intensity 
of the outcome. Although the ceiling effects that were 
found by De Houwer at al. (2002) support an inferential 
reasoning account, one could argue that the message “im-
pact 10/10” artificially introduced concerns about ceiling 
information, but that this is not necessarily the case when 
the outcome just occurs and no information about its in-
tensity is given. We therefore compared a condition where 
participants received the message “allergic reaction: 
10/20” (information condition) with a condition where 
participants just received the message “allergic reaction” 
(no- information condition). Whereas in the former condi-
tion, participants could easily infer that the to-be-blocked 
cue T had no effect, the causal status of T was unsure in 
the latter condition. In this situation, an inferential rea-
soning account would predict that fewer participants will 
report a blocking inference and that participants who still 
report a blocking inference will be unsure about it.

Method
Participants. Thirty-two first-year psychology students at Ghent 

University participated for course credit. They were randomly as-
signed to one of the two conditions.

Stimuli and Materials. The task was presented on a 486 PC and 
was implemented using a custom-made Turbo Pascal 5.0 program. 
As in Experiment 1, there were 10 A� and 10 Z� trials in Stage 1 
and 10 AT� trials, 10 KL� trials, and 10 Z� trials in Stage 2. Five 
names of foods (the Dutch words for beans, carrots, leek, broccoli, 
and lettuce) were randomly assigned to the different cues for each 
participant. The food names were presented in white against a black 
background. The feedback messages “allergic reaction: 10/20” and 
“allergic reaction: 0/20” in the information condition and “allergic re-
action” in the no-information condition also appeared in a white color. 
The feedback message “no allergic reaction” in the no-information 
condition was presented in red. Each letter was 5 mm wide and 7 mm 
high.

Procedure. In the no-information condition, the following in-
structions appeared on the screen at the beginning of the experiment 
(translated from Dutch):

In this experiment, you will receive information about a patient who is 
allergic to some but not all foods. On each trial, you will see which foods 
the patient has eaten and after that you will be told whether the patient 
showed an allergic reaction. The patient always eats the same portion of 
each type of food. Sometimes the patient eats two types of food within 
the same meal and thus two portions (one portion of each type of food). 
If this happens and the patient has an allergic reaction, then you do not 

know which of the two foods was responsible for the allergic reaction. 
You nevertheless have to determine for every single food to what extent 
it causes an allergic reaction in your patient. First, you will see 50 trials. 
Every trial stands for a separate moment on which the patient ate a meal 
and the allergic reaction was measured. At the end of the experiment, 
you will have to judge for each food separately how likely it is to cause 
an allergic reaction in the patient.

For the information condition, the following lines were added 
after “responsible for the allergic reaction”: “But you will always 
get information about the total intensity of the allergic reaction, as 
caused by all consumed foods. Keep in mind that the maximal inten-
sity that can be measured corresponds to an intensity of 20.”

After the participant indicated that the task was clear, the experi-
menter started the learning stage. Each trial started with the pre-
sentation of the food(s) the patient had eaten. Single foods were 
presented in the center of the screen during 2,000 msec. On com-
pound trials, one food was presented immediately above and one 
immediately below the center of the screen, also during 2,000 msec. 
For each compound stimulus, each food appeared equally often 
above and beneath the center of the screen. After the presentation of 
the food(s), information about the allergic reaction appeared during 
3,000 msec. The intertrial interval was 3,000 msec. After the 50 trials 
of the learning stage, participants were asked to judge for each food 
how likely it was to cause an allergic reaction. They were also asked 
to indicate how sure they were about that judgment. The ratings 
were given on a scale from 0 to 100. At the end of the experiment, 
a semistructured interview was administered that focused on the 
following questions: (1) “How did you make your ratings for the 
different foods?” (2) “How much have you given K/L/T and why?” 
and (3) “Why have you given T as much/less/more than K/L?” The 
interviews were recorded.2

Results
Overall ratings. The results are summarized in Table 2. 

One-sample t tests showed that the blocking score in the 
no-information condition was only marginally significant 
[t(15) � 1.86, p � .08] and that participants in this condi-
tion did not have more confidence in their ratings for T 
than in their ratings for K and L (t � 1). In the information 
condition, one-sample t tests revealed that both block-
ing and confidence in blocking were highly significant 
[t (15) � 10.81, p � .001, and t (15) � 4.98, p � .001, 
respectively]. Independent-samples t tests revealed that 
both blocking and confidence in blocking differed sig-
nificantly between conditions [t (30) � 3.26, p � .01, and 
t (30) � 3.38, p � .01, respectively].

A closer look at the individual blocking scores revealed 
some additional interesting data. The marginally signifi-
cant blocking score in the no-information condition was 
due to the fact that only 5 out of 16 participants had a 
positive blocking score. The other participants had a zero 

Table 2
Mean Effectiveness (Effect.) and Confidence (Conf.) Ratings for the 

Different Cues as a Function of Information Condition in Experiment 2

A T K L Z Blocking
Conf.

Blocking

Condition  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE  M  SE

Effect. no info 100 0 42 6 55 4 55 4     0 0 13 7
Effect. info   80 6   2 1 43 3 41 3     0 0 40 4
Conf. no info   99 7 63 6 68 6 66 6 100 0 �3 27
Conf. info    86  5  90  4  62  6  64  6    97  3       27    5
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(9 out of 11) or even negative (2 out of 11) blocking score. 
This was in sharp contrast to the information condition, in 
which all participants had a positive blocking score. The 
difference between information conditions in the number 
of participants who had a positive blocking score was sig-
nificant [χ2(1, N � 32) � 16.76, p � .001].

Further tests showed that the causal ratings of all cues 
except cue Z were lower in the information condition than 
in the no-information condition [t (30) � 3.30, p � .01; 
t (30) � 6.77, p � .001; t (30) � 2.50, p � .05; t (30) � 
2.90, p � .01; and t � 1, respectively, for cues A, T, K, L, 
and Z]. Finally, the confidence rating of cue A was lower 
in the information condition than in the no-information 
condition [t (30) � 2.57, p � .05], whereas the reverse 
was true for cue T [t (30) � 3.58, p � .001]. There was no 
difference for the other cues (ts � 1).

Self-reports. The interviews were judged by two inde-
pendent raters who were unaware of the research questions 
of the experiment and of which condition each participant 
was in. They were asked to judge (1) whether participants 
reported a blocking inference (we use the term “block-
ing inference judgment” to refer to this judgment) and, if 
the answer was “yes,” (2) whether participants mentioned 
something about the fact that they could not be sure about 
their blocking inference (for which we will use the term 
“uncertainty judgment”). The raters were told that we 
understood under a blocking inference “that the partici-
pant realized or even merely considered that the A� trials 
could demonstrate or imply that T was a lesser cause of 
an allergic reaction.” We also pointed out that we spoke of 
blocking inference even if the participant made this con-
sideration but finally did not bring this into account when 
making his or her causal ratings. The agreement between 
the two raters was 91% for the blocking inference judg-
ment. When we excluded the three cases on which there 
was no agreement for the blocking inference judgment, 
the agreement for the uncertainty judgment was 97%.

The self-report data are summarized in Table 3. A par-
ticipant was categorized as “reporting a blocking infer-
ence” and “being sure about his or her blocking inference” 
if one rater judged that the participant reported a blocking 
inference and judged that the participant was sure about it. 
An alternative criterion for classification would have been 
to classify a participant as reporting a blocking inference 
and being sure about his or her blocking inference if both 
raters agreed on this. However, we chose the first criterion 
because this was more conservative with respect to the 
predictions of the inferential reasoning account. Because 
there were more disagreements between raters in the no-
information condition, the first criterion led to the fact 
that more participants in the no-information condition 
were judged to report a blocking inference and to be sure 
about it because raters did not have to agree. This coun-
teracts the hypotheses of an inferential reasoning account 
(i.e., more participants in the information condition will 
report a blocking inference and will be sure about it than 
will participants in the no-information condition).

Both raters judged that all participants in the informa-
tion condition reported a blocking inference. This is in 
sharp contrast with the no-information condition, where 
only half of the participants reported a blocking inference 
according to one or both of the raters. This difference 
in blocking inference between conditions is significant 
[χ2(1, N � 32) � 10.67, p � .001]. Furthermore, uncer-
tainty judgments also differed. The raters judged that a 
greater proportion of participants were certain about their 
blocking inference in the information condition than in 
the no-information condition [χ2(1, N � 24) � 6.19, p � 
.05].

Just as in Experiment 1, we divided our participants 
into a reasoning group and a no-reasoning group. The 
mean blocking and confidence blocking scores for the 
reasoning group (M � 35.73, SE � 4.92, and M � 16.88, 
SE � 6.36, respectively, n � 24) were significantly differ-
ent from zero [t (23) � 7.26, p � .001, and t (23) � 2.65, 
p � .05]. This was not the case for the no-reasoning group 
(M � �0.63, SE � .63, and M � �3.75, SE � 5.57, re-
spectively, n � 8), both ts � 1. The difference in block-
ing scores between both groups was significant [t (30) � 
4.21, p � .001], and the difference in confidence block-
ing scores was marginally significant [t (30) � 1.78, p � 
.09]. For participants in the reasoning group, the mean 
confidence blocking score was �3.13 (SE � 13.72, n � 
8) in the no-information condition and 26.88 (SE � 5.40, 
n � 16) in the information condition. This difference was 
significant [t(22) � 2.45, p � .05]. There was no differ-
ence at all between mean confidence blocking scores of 
participants in the no-information condition who were in 
the reasoning group and those who were not (t � 1). Fi-
nally, 16 participants in the reasoning group gave a causal 
rating of zero for cue T, whereas none did so in the no-
reasoning group. Of the 6 participants in the reasoning 
group who did not give a causal rating of zero, 4 were in 
the no-information condition.

Discussion
The self-report data were clearly in line with an in-

ferential reasoning account. Fewer participants spon-
taneously reported a blocking inference in the no-
information condition than in the information condi-
tion, and those who did reported more often that they 
could not be sure about it. Furthermore, blocking scores 

Table 3
Judgments of Self-Reports in Function of Information 

Condition (Computed Over Interviewers) in Experiment 2

Without
Information

With
Information

   M  SE  M  SE  

Blocking judgment* .50 .13 1.00 .00
 Uncertainty judgment**   .50  .19    .94  .06  

*Proportions of participants. **The higher the proportion, the more 
participants judged themselves to be sure about their reasoning.
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significantly differed between the reasoning and no-
reasoning groups. Actually, the mean blocking score for 
the no-reasoning group was (virtually) zero.

The mean confidence blocking score of the reason-
ing group was higher than the mean confidence block-
ing score of the no-reasoning group. Furthermore, for the 
participants in the reasoning group, the confidence block-
ing scores were significantly higher in the information 
condition than in the no-information condition. Finally, 
in the no-information condition, there was no difference 
in confidence blocking scores between the reasoning and 
no-reasoning groups. In fact, both confidence blocking 
scores were close to zero. This is completely in line with 
the hypothesis of an inferential reasoning account that 
participants who report a blocking inference in the no-
information condition cannot be sure about it because the 
causal status of the target cue T cannot be inferred with 
certainty. The fact that confidence differed between the 
two information conditions for the participants who re-
ported a blocking inference makes an explanation of the 
self-reports as an ex post facto justification of the causal 
ratings very implausible. All these confidence results in-
dicate that the self-report data reflect inferential reasoning 
during the experimental session and not inferential rea-
soning ex post facto that participants might have engaged 
in in order to justify their causal ratings.

The present results also replicate and extend findings 
about ceiling effects in forward blocking (De Houwer 
et al., 2002). Blocking and confidence blocking scores 
were much higher in the information condition than in the 
no-information condition. Our results extend previous re-
sults because participants received only the message “al-
lergic reaction” in the no-information condition, whereas 
in the study by De Houwer et al. (2002), participants were 
explicitly pointed to the fact that the outcome occurred to 
a maximal extent on A� and AT� trials (“allergic reac-
tion: 10/10”).

At first sight, these results seem to be at variance with 
the studies in the literature where “blocking” was found 
even when the outcome was either present or absent (see, 
e.g., Aitken, Larkin, & Dickinson, 2001; Chapman & 
Robbins, 1990; Dickinson & Burke, 1996). However, 
these studies used an A�, B� (first stage), AT�, BY� 
(second stage) design and measured “blocking” by com-
paring the rating for T with the rating for Y. This compari-
son actually reflects forward cue competition rather than 
blocking. The question remains in such studies whether 
forward cue competition is due to blocking (a decrease in 
ratings for T), to reduced overshadowing (an increase in 
ratings for Y), or to both. According to an inferential ac-
count, when the outcome is always present or absent, for-
ward cue competition should, for the most part, be due to 
reduced overshadowing rather than blocking. This is be-
cause one can infer that cue Y is the cause of the outcome 
on the basis of the information B�, BY�, but one will 
be unsure about the causal status of cue T on the basis of 
A�, AT� information (as is demonstrated by our results). 

In a recent study at our lab (Vandorpe & De Houwer, in 
press–a), we directly compared forward blocking with 
reduced overshadowing by means of an A�, B� (first 
stage), AT�, BY�, KL� (second stage) design and an 
outcome that was all or nothing. In line with an inferential 
reasoning account, reduced overshadowing was more than 
seven times larger than blocking and the confidence in 
reduced overshadowing was more than four times larger 
than the confidence in blocking. Both differences were 
very significant and blocking and confidence in blocking 
were not significantly different from zero.

We are aware of only two studies (Dickinson, Shanks, 
& Evenden, 1984; Shanks, 1985)3 in which an appropriate 
control for measuring forward blocking was included in 
the design and in which blocking was found even though 
the outcome was always either fully present or fully 
absent. These studies, however, used probabilistic cue–
outcome relations (i.e., the contingency between the cue 
and outcome was always lower than one) rather than de-
terministic cue–outcome relations (i.e., the contingency 
between each cue and the outcome is either one or zero). In 
probabilistic studies, ceiling considerations do not apply 
because A does not always cause the outcome. Participants 
can therefore (at least in principle) verify that T does not 
change the probability of the outcome, and thus infer that 
T is not a cause of the outcome (see Cheng, 1997).

The only results that seem somewhat awkward are the 
lower ratings for A, K, and L in the information condition 
than in the no-information condition. It is, however, likely 
that some participants “translated” the intensity informa-
tion of the outcome (10/20) into a score of 50 instead of 
the usual 100 for the A cue and a score of approximately 
25 for the K and L cues instead of the usual 50. The reason 
for this translation might have been that some participants 
thought that the message “allergic reaction: 10/20” meant 
that the outcome was caused in only half of the situations 
instead of that the outcome was always caused with an 
intensity of 10 on 20. They might also have thought that 
a rating of 100 should be reserved for a cause with an im-
pact of 20/20. A closer look at the data revealed that this 
was the case. Five participants in the information condi-
tion did not give ratings of more than 50, whereas in the 
no-information condition, all participants gave a rating of 
100 for cue A.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present experiments were designed to further in-
vestigate the role of inferential reasoning in forward 
blocking. After the rating stage, we asked participants to 
explain how they arrived at their causal ratings. The ratio-
nale for this was that inferential reasoning is a controlled 
process that can, in principle, be reported on verbally by 
the participants. Our approach was successful in that the 
results clearly supported predictions of the inferential 
reasoning account of forward blocking. First, blocking 
effects were found only in participants who reported a 
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blocking inference. Second, the manipulations that we 
assumed would have an influence on inferential reason-
ing in forward blocking (difficulty of secondary task and 
information about the intensity of the outcome) also had 
an influence on the number of participants who reported a 
blocking inference after the experimental session. Finally, 
participants who reported a blocking inference and who 
could be sure about it were much more confident in their 
causal rating for T (relative to the causal ratings for the 
control cues K and L) than participants who did not report 
a blocking inference or could not be sure about the valid-
ity of the inference.

One might be surprised by the fact that the verbal self-
reports were in line with the actual observed behavior 
(i.e., ratings). Nisbett and Wilson (1977), for instance, ar-
gued that people can most often not give accurate verbal 
reports about the processes that underlie their behavior. 
Even in cases in which verbal reports do seem to be ac-
curate (i.e., in line with observed behavior), it might be 
that this is due to “the incidentally correct employment of 
a priori causal theories” (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977, p. 233) 
rather than a true insight into the underlying processes. 
Smith and Miller (1978), however, correctly pointed out 
that the position of Nisbett and Wilson becomes unfal-
sifiable when even evidence for accurate self-reports is 
dismissed. More importantly, Smith and Miller summa-
rized a number of studies that show that self-reports about 
underlying processes can provide accurate and important 
information about these processes. They therefore put for-
ward the more constructive position that the question is 
not whether people can have access to mental processes 
but when people have access to such processes. Smith and 
Miller argued that the validity of self-reports depends on

the degree to which the subject is asked to report on tasks 
that are novel and of interest. Tasks that are novel and en-
gaging for subjects, such as choosing a college or solving 
challenging problems, often seem to evoke accurate intro-
spective awareness of process. (p. 361)

The tasks in our experiments certainly were novel for the 
participants. Moreover, they posed a clear problem (i.e., 
which foods cause an allergic reaction?) that participants 
were asked to solve. Our contingency learning tasks there-
fore created the conditions under which verbal reports are 
likely to be accurate.

One should also note that we did not ask our partici-
pants to verbalize the processes that underlie inferential 
reasoning itself. The question of whether the processes 
that underlie inferences are, for example, similar to those 
proposed by rule theory (e.g., Rips, 1983), mental model 
theory (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983), or any other theory 
of human inferential reasoning is independent from the 
question of whether or not inferential reasoning as a 
controlled (i.e., conscious, intentional, effortful) process 
plays a role in HCL.

In the present experiments, self-reports were given 
after the rating stage. One advantage of this is that the 
reports cannot bias the causal and confidence ratings. One 

could, however, also ask participants for verbal protocols 
before or during the rating stage. For example, Brown 
(1995) followed this approach to study the processes that 
underlie judgments of event frequency. In a recent study 
on HCL that was conducted at our lab (Vandorpe & De 
Houwer, in press–b), we used a similar approach by ask-
ing participants which additional information they wanted 
to see before the causal rating stage. The general idea was 
that if the causal status of a blocked cue T was unsure, 
participants would prefer to see what would happen if this 
cue was presented on its own. In line with this idea, we 
found that participants preferred to see the blocked cue 
T on its own above a reduced overshadowing cue Y (B� 
trials in the first stage, BY� trials in the second stage; 
Experiment 1) and that more participants preferred to see 
the blocked cue T on its own when the outcome on A� 
and AT� trials was merely present than when the outcome 
occurred with an intensity of 10/20 (Experiment 2).

The self-report data that we have presented in this arti-
cle cannot be explained on the basis of associative models 
of HCL. These models focus on the role of automatic (i.e., 
unconscious, unintentional, effortless, or uncontrollable) 
associative processes (see De Houwer, Vandorpe, & Beck-
ers, 2004). As such, there is nothing in these models that 
would allow one to make predictions about the self-re-
ports that participants will generate when asked to justify 
their ratings, nor about how these self-reports will relate 
to the actual contingency ratings or to variables such as 
secondary task difficulty or intensity of the outcome. One 
could, however, again revert to the idea that the self-report 
data were merely ex post facto justifications and argue 
that the crucial ratings themselves were due to associa-
tive processes. Above, we have argued that the confidence 
data support the assertion that the self-reports did provide 
an accurate reflection of the processes that led to the rat-
ings. In addition, it needs to be pointed out that associative 
models do not provide an acceptable explanation for the 
ratings themselves. Because associative models incorpo-
rate the assumption that contingency learning is based 
on automatic (and thus effortless) processes, they cannot 
explain the fact that blocking is (at least in some cases) 
influenced by the difficulty of the secondary task (see De 
Houwer & Beckers, 2003, for a more detailed discussion 
of why the secondary task findings contradict associative 
models). As was pointed out by De Houwer et al. (2002), 
existing associative models are also incompatible with 
the fact that blocking (i.e., lower ratings for T than for K 
and L) is stronger when outcomes occur at a submaximal 
level than when the outcomes are always fully present.

One important class of models that we have not yet 
discussed comprises probabilistic contrast models (e.g., 
Cheng, 1997; Cheng & Holyoak, 1995; Cheng & Novick, 
1990; Waldmann & Holyoak, 1992). According to these 
models, contingency judgments will be a function of the 
difference between the probability of the outcome in the 
presence of a target cue [P(O/T)] and the probability of 
the outcome in the absence of that cue [P(O/~T)]. When 
a target cue T is always paired with an alternative cue A, 
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contingency judgments for T will reflect the difference 
between the probability that the outcome is present when 
both A and T are present [P(O/AT)] and the probability 
of the outcome when A but not T is present [P(O/A~T)]. 
Such probabilistic models are, however, normative mod-
els that are, as such, silent about the processes that un-
derlie contingency judgments (e.g., it is not assumed that 
participants actually calculate and compare probabilities). 
Therefore, they do not generate predictions about what 
participants will report when they are asked to justify 
their ratings. One notable exception is the causal model 
theory of Waldmann (2000). His model is similar to the 
probabilistic contrast model in that contingency judg-
ments are assumed to reflect the outcome of probabilis-
tic contrasts. The causal model theory focuses, however, 
on the fact that people have conscious knowledge about 
the conditions under which the outcome of probabilistic 
contrasts will provide a good basis for contingency judg-
ments (e.g., whether the cues are causes or effects of the 
outcome). In more recent papers (e.g., Waldmann, 2000; 
Waldmann & Walker, 2005), Waldmann has specified that 
participants use causal models to make inferences about 
cue–outcome relations. These more recent formulations 
of the causal model theory are in many ways similar to 
the inferential reasoning account that was proposed by 
Lovibond (2003).

Also note that without such additional assumptions 
about the role of inferential reasoning, probabilistic mod-
els are not able to fully account for the rating data. Cheng 
(1997), for example, proposed a probabilistic model in 
which uncertainty about the blocked cue T was built in 
when the outcome is always fully present on A� and AT� 
trials. This model can therefore account for lower (or 
no) blocking in the no-information condition of Experi-
ment 2. Probabilistic models, however, cannot account 
for higher blocking effects in the information condition of 
Experiment 2 because these models are developed to deal 
with variations in probabilities but not with variations in 
intensity of the outcome. Furthermore, although probabi-
listic models may account for the interference of second-
ary task difficulty on causal judgments, if one makes the 
additional assumption that these probabilities are actually 
calculated and compared, it is difficult to see how this 
interference affects the causal judgment of the blocked 
cue T but not the causal judgments of the other cues (es-
pecially the control cues K and L; see also De Houwer & 
Beckers, 2003).

There are two additional arguments for the causal rat-
ings being best explained by an inferential reasoning ac-
count. First, participants exhibited either strong blocking 
or no blocking at all. This result can be best explained by 
assuming that some participants made a blocking infer-
ence and others did not. Second, the finding that a large 
number of participants gave a causal rating of exactly zero 
for T is much more in line with an inferential reasoning 
account than it is with an associative account of blocking.

Finally, it should be noted that we do not exclude the 
possibility that associative processes do play a role in 

HCL. The main aim of our experiments was to provide 
further evidence for the hypothesis that inferential reason-
ing is (also) an important source of (blocking in) HCL. 
The fact that both the self-report data and the rating data 
were in line with the predictions of an inferential reason-
ing account and the fact that other existing models failed 
to provide an accurate account of both the self-report and 
rating data strongly suggest that inferential reasoning is 
indeed an important component of HCL.
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NOTES

1. This participant thought that weapon T had once fired on its own 
and that that event was not followed by an explosion of the tank. When 
his data were excluded from the analyses, the mean blocking score for 
the nonreasoning group dropped further, from 8.23 to 2.5.

2. Transcripts of self-reports are available on request.
3. At first sight, the study of Chapman (1991) also seems to provide 

evidence for forward blocking. However, in this study, participants were 
not allowed to give two different cues the same causal rating. As a con-
sequence, it is plausible that participants gave a lower rating for the 
blocked cue T than for the control cues K and L because they could have 
taken into account the possibility that T was noncausal. The results of 
the no-information condition of Experiment 2 confirmed this plausibil-
ity. Nine participants gave exactly the same causal rating for the blocked 
cue T as for the control cues K and L. 
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